
So Treasured 
Rounded-Hood Cloak and Pointed Cape Patterns  

*Important Notes: 

- a transparent sewing machine foot is so helpful – it makes sewing on the line SO much 

easier 

- when printing the pattern page ensure your “Page Scaling” setting is set to NONE (set 

paper size to 8.5 in X 11 in or North America letter size) 

- see more pictures by googling @whatsmatildawearing, sotreasured.com, So Treasured on 

Pinterest, and sotreasuredshop on Etsy 

Instructions: 

 

1. To make sturdy pattern templates, glue the pattern page onto cardstock and then cut out 

the pattern pieces on the line. 

 

2. Decide which pattern shape you’d like to use. *Both patterns fit all the teddy dolls but if your 

Lucky the elephant teddy doll has extra large ears, you might want to choose the larger 

cloak. 

 

3. Place two pieces of fabric right sides together and trace around the cloak or the cape 

template on the back of the fabric.  

 

4. Remove template and pin through both layers. Do not cut out yet. ☺ 

 

5. Sew on the tracing line from A→B (top and back only). Leave the front and bottom 

unsewn. 

 

6. Now, trim close to the seams you sewed in #5 and then cut on the line at the front 

and bottom of cape/cloak, cutting through both layers evenly.  

 

7. Turn cape/cloak right sides out (RSO) and gently finger press seams. Try cape/cloak 

on your sotreasured teddy doll to assess fit and choose desired length. Depending on 

the type of fabric you used (cotton, minky, wool, velvet, sweater material, …) the 

stretchiness and drape of the fabric will provide different looks/fits. 

 

8. Machine or hand hem bottom cloak/cape edge. Next, finish then front edges. (I usually 

fold the fabric over approx. ¼” or 1 cm on the smaller cape and ½” or 1 ½ cm on the 

larger cloak, and then stitch it in place.) 

 

9. Add ribbon ties by threading some thin ribbon through a large eye needle and do a 

running stitch through the cape/cloak in the neck area. Embellish as desired. 
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